
[From the Author of “Poems by Kolki – Absolutely Humane” and “Real Path To 9/11”]

International Republican Party
(Dedicated to a true free world without private mercenaries – Deepak Sarkar, 

www.kolki.com) 
[United Nations General Assembly, in 1975 declared "Zionism is racism", watching helplessly Zionists 

destroy UN for allied supremacy. Kolki]

Theodor Herzl, Founder of Zionism in 1897: 

“It is essential that the sufferings of Jews. . . become 
worse. . . this will assist in realization of our plans. . . I 
have an excellent idea. . . I shall induce anti-semites to 
liquidate Jewish wealth. . . The anti-semites will assist us 
thereby in that they will strengthen the persecution and 
oppression of Jews. The anti-semites shall be our best 
friends”. 
-- From Herzl's Diary 

[Notes : He meant ancient Hebrews settled throughout the once 
borderless world before the advent of colonialism; Hebrew language 
doesn’t have letter ‘J’; Thus the word Jew was coined to separate all 
true secular Semites (ancient people on Earth) by the evangelical anti-
Semites] 

 
We keep the medieval crusade alive for supremacy!

Our media learned well to awe citizens with spicy gossips!
Our funding sources include alcohol, tobacco, and gun industry!
Mining, logging, and Seal hunting, are just natural monopoly!
Our latest investments are in War Games and Pornography!

We build private prison industry for security with tax money!
Drugs feed our shadow Governments without accountabilities!

High-Tech empowered us with suicide bombing industry!
Americans made us private Super Power to fulfil prophecy -

To rule ‘Promise World’ dominating natives with Monarchy! 

Our NGO’s are busy dismantling working democracies!
Our mercenary leaders are ex-directors of intelligence agencies!
Our private Armed Forces know to kill and destroy effectively!
Our goal is to protect vast Private Empire from insurgencies!

Our intelligence is what we need to justify hostilities!
Our evangelists are replacing Jesus with Nordic-Cross almighty!
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We are the New International Republican Party -
Enriching world with private election winning methodology

Selling “Tax Cuts” and “Tough on Crime” making issues illusive
Introducing paperless voting with remote control capability!

We have been gaining steam from wars for supremacy -
Since our foundation in Germany (1912) as Zionist Party!

We deified Kings as Gods throughout history
Silenced critics labelling them as anti-Semites/supremacists! 

We hijacked German Workers’ Party as AshkeNazis -
Became Think Tanks/Strategists of major Political Parties!

United Nations once banned us equating Zionism to racist entity 
We formed Allied Nations to break UN as our operative!
Peace-lovers are weak against our pre-emptive energy!
We are divisive; unity only works against our ideology!

In 1975, following a conference in Mexico, the UN General Assembly 
approved the resolution, supported by Arab, African and Soviet bloc states, 
asserting that Zionism is racism. The resolution passed 72 to 35 with 32 
abstentions.

Blackwater USA 
Mercenary firm founded in 1996 by former Navy SEAL and fundamentalist 
Christian Erik Prince. Received no-bid contracts from the Bush administration in 
Iraq, Afghanistan, and post-Katrina New Orleans. 
http://www.blackwaterusa.com/ 

[Notes: Accused Al-Qaeda Mastermind Zacarias Moussaoui had Black Water’s phone 
number in his Diary]
Corporate headquarters: Moyock, NC; EXECUTIVES: 

Name Occupation Birth Death Known for
Fred F. Fielding Attorney 21-Mar-1939  White House Counsel

Erik Prince Business 6-Jun-1969  Founder, Blackwater USA

Joseph E. Schmitz Government c. 1956  Pentagon Inspector General, 2002-05

Afghanistan’s opium production, nearly wiped out by the fundamentalist 
Taliban, is in the increase since the country slips out of control. – Pierre 
Arnaud Chouvy  
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David  Rockefeller's (The  American  God  Father) June,  1991,  Quote  in 
Bilderberg, Baden,  Germany, during  yearly  secretive  meeting  for  world 
domination which was also attended by then- Democratic Governor Bill Clinton 
and Republican Dan Quayle: 

"We  are  grateful  to  the  Washington  Post,  the  New  York  Times,  Time 
Magazine and other great publications whose directors have attended our 
meetings and respected their promises of discretion for almost forty years." 
He went on to explain: 
  
"It would have been impossible for us to develop our plan for the world if 
we had been subjected to the lights of publicity during those years. But, the 
world  is  more  sophisticated  and  prepared  to  march  towards  a  world 
government. The  supranational  sovereignty  of  an  intellectual  elite  and 
world  bankers  is  surely  preferable  to  the  national  autodetermination 
practiced in past centuries." 
  
Zbigniew Brzezinski (Modern father of Zionism)
"Moreover, as America becomes an increasingly multicultural society, it may 
find it more difficult to fashion a consensus on foreign policy issues, except 
in the circumstance of a truly massive and widely perceived direct external 
threat." Quoted  from "The  Grand  Chessboard:  American  Primacy  and  its 
Geostrategic Imperatives," by  Zbigniew Brzezinski (1997), Ex-Member of CFR, 
Former Director of 
Trilateral  Commission,  National  Security  Advisor  to  President  Carter  and 
adviser to Presidents  Reagan and Bush the First  (nick named ‘Father of Al-
Qaeda).

Evangelic Book of Revelations (from King James Bible): “The final battle in 
the history of the future will be fought on an ancient battlefield in northern 
Israel called Armageddon. It  will  follow seven years of tribulation during 
which  the  earth  will  be  shaken  by  such  disasters  that  previous  human 
history will seem like a day in the country. The blood will rise as high as a 
horse’s bridle at Armageddon, before Christ triumphs to begin his 1,000-
year rule”.

U.S. Christian Fundamentalist Leader Jerry Falwell’s view on Armageddon: 
“Well, two-thirds of the Jews will have been wiped out by now. But the 
survivors  will  accept  Jesus  at  last”.  Here  is  Falwell  conviction  against 
American Democratic Sovereignty: “There’s nothing that would bring the 
wrath of the Christian public in this country down on this government like 
abandoning or opposing Israel in a critical matter”. [Notes: He is the leader of 70 
million US Evangelic Fundamentalist Christians who have absolute grasp on the Government, 
Media, Intelligence and Military. Just imagine why fundamentalist Christians who want to wipe 
out 2/3 Jews would also be the absolute defender of Israel?  Because they are the Evangelicals 
who  imposed  Judaism  on  the  Hebrews  who  got  eventually  labelled  as  Jews  while  the 
Evangelical power meticulously mutated as Gentile further separating ancient Hebrews from 

http://www.cbsnews.com/stories/2002/10/03/60minutes/main524268.shtml
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European Evangelism centred around Vatican coordinated by the United Kingdom of Israel (UK) 
and guarded by pre-emptive NATO military might!] 

The question is who are these Jews 2/3rds of whom non-Semite Evangelical 
Christians want to wipe out from the face of the Earth?  Well, throughout the 
colonialism  adventure/crusades  most  old  world  people  have  either  been 
annihilated  or  displaced/enslaved  to  distant  unknown  often  barren  lands 
inflicting  enormous  physical  and  emotional  sufferings!  And,  without  much 
worldwide notice,  Vatican’s  Monarchial  Pope’s  head appeared on the  World 
Youth Day 2008 coin along with Queen Elizabeth II! In other words Evangelism 
from Vatican and Buckingham Palace jointly assumed all youths of the world as 
Christians! 

Medieval  Crusades  and  World  Wars  only  advanced  the  Zionist  ambition 
towards a violent chaotic New World ruled by Cross and dominated by fear, 
void of humane Jesus’  Gospels  of  love.  New Pearl  Harbour on 9/11 gave 
them  the  opportunity  for  endless  War  on  Terror!  Mass  Media  never 
addressed the simple fact that the Western labelling of ‘Axis of evil’ 
countries are the ones without Vatican’s Ambassador and Holy See has 
the maximum representation at the UN and most international organizations 
as  Member/Observer,  thereby  systematically  converting  most  World 
Organization’s agenda to Evangelical ideology against the secular world.   

Now imagine secretive  Bilderberg,  Swiss  Bank,  Evangelical  NATO Military, 
United  Covert  Intelligence  and  their  Media  Monopoly  have  been  jointly 
moving forward fighting virtual war on terror and rumours of massive world 
wide Pandemic military virus, to establish their  version of the New World 
Order where 2/3 of  ancient people would be targeted for elimination and 
remaining 1/3 enslaved forever for the security of that New World! Is that 
anything less than the ultimate worldwide Terrorism?

God bless our united world towards peaceful secular democratic humane 
coexistence 
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Author: Deepak Sarkar, 844 Royal Oak Ave, Victoria, BC V8X 3T2, Canada; Tel/Fax: 
250-412-2897; E-mail: Deepak.Sarkar@ieee.org; Poetry & Peace Web Site: 

www.kolki.com 

When religions coexist, leaders communicate, media respect neutrality, laws 
not blinded by immunity, and citizens' needs take precedence over profitability 
- peace becomes reality, world lives in harmony appreciating Human Rights - 

Kolki
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